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Class Action Capital’s fee is a percentage of your financial recovery. You do not have to hire a third-party Claim consultant and are entitled to file your own claim without 
incurring Class Action Capital’s fee. In certain instances your relevant purchase data may be provided on your personalized claim form via Defendants’ records. 
Additional information can be found on each official court approved website, including contact information for class counsel and/or the claims administrator.

Launched in 2012, Class Action Capital has quickly become the premiere provider of class action 
settlement claim management and monetization for global companies and institutional investors. 
The management team is comprised of professionals with a diverse set of experiences across the 
financial and legal sectors, delivering clients turnkey class action settlement solutions. From 30 
clients only a few years ago, to over 4,000 corporate clients to date, Class Action Capital’s value 
proposition, reputation, and expertise have been recognized by companies of all sizes and in diverse 
industries.

Class Action Capital works on a performance fee basis whereby we only receive payment when the 
client recovers. 

WHO WE ARE

HOW IS CLASS ACTION CAPITAL PAID?

WHAT WE DO

 » Claim Management & Recovery

 » Claim Valuation & Monetization 

 » Monitor Commercial Antitrust Class Action Settlements

 » Monitor Financial Antitrust Class Action Settlements

 » Monitor U.S. and Global Securities Class Action Settlements
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THE CLASS ACTION CAPITAL ADVANTAGE

Identify & Monetize Class Action Settlements

Accurately & Fairly Project Claim Awards

Purchase Difficult-To-Value Settlement Assets

End-To-End Solution

Minimize Time and Maximize Asset Recoveries

We Help Clients Meet Their Fiduciary Responsibilities

Complete Transparency & Client Reporting

Full Service Class Action Monitoring & Claims Filing1

 » Eliminate Recovery Risk. Our purchase is non-recourse, so you keep the payment even if the 
underlying settlement is overturned due to appeal, or, if the claim is reduced or rejected.

 » Immediate Liquidity. Class action settlement processes have taken years for claims to be paid, 
especially in circumstances of appeal. Class Action Capital’s solution offers corporations the option 
to receive immediate payment, thereby removing the risk of if the claim will pay out, when it will pay 
out, and how much it will ultimately be worth. 

 » Reduced Workload. By monetizing a claim, we also assume the responsibility of managing the entire 
process moving forward. Therefore, in addition to the capital your company receives, you no longer 
have the burden of monitoring the case or managing the claim. 

 » Data analysis, filing, and claim management.

 » No upfront cost.

 » Class Action Capital only receives payment when you recover. 

2 Upfront Purchase of Future Recoveries and All Associated Risks

TWO UNIQUE OPTIONS
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Should you receive an audit request letter from the administrator, we will prepare an acceptable and 

defensible audit response on your behalf and will further handle the entire process of managing the 

claim audit and advocating for true claim value.

Auditing 

Prepare and position all claims to ensure accurate and timely filing to achieve maximum awards.
Claim Preparation & Filing  

Collect and analyze historical data from internal and external sources to accurately determine 

the class action settlements for which you are eligible to receive awards and organize the data to 

maximize claim value.

Data Retrieval & Analysis 

Working directly with the claims administrator, we manage the receipt of the settlement funds to 

ensure timeliness and accuracy of the claim value and promptly issue your net funds along with a 

transparent accounting statement for record-keeping purposes.

Accounting

Utilizing our proprietary database, Class Action Capital proactively notifies your company of all 

upcoming opportunities in advance of critical deadlines.

Identification & Education

Continually monitor each claim filing to confirm all submissions are received by the administrator, 

all claim numbers are properly assigned, each claim is processed, analyzed, and accepted so as to 

achieve maximum value, and ensure all payments are validated.

Claim Tracking

OUR SERVICES


